
MINUTES 
CARBONDALE PUBLIC ARTS COMMISSION 

November 6, 2019 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
Ann Harris called the Carbondale Public Arts Commission to order at 5:35 pm, November 6, 2019 in 
Room 2 at Carbondale Town Hall. 
 
ROLL CALL 
The following members were present for roll call:  
 

CPAC Members:  
 

Ann Harris, Co-Chairperson 
Joe Burleigh, Member 
Carol Klein, Member 
Casey Bowen, Prospective Member 
Beth White, Prospective Member 
Brian Colley, Prospective Member 
Britni Johnson, Prospective Member 
 

Town Staff Present: Laurie Lindberg, Town Liaison 
Kae McDonald, Boards & Commissions 
Marty Silverstein, Trustee Liaison 

 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Motion Passed: Beth moved to approve the minutes from the October 2, 2019 meeting.  Joe seconded 
the motion, and it was unanimously approved.  
 
PERSONS PRESENT NOT ON THE AGENDA 
There were no persons present, not on the agenda, who wished to address the Commission. 
 
CPAC BUDGET 
Ann introduced a brief discussion of the current CPAC budget.  There is approximately $2,226.66 left in 
the 2019 budget, and a portion of that amount has been approved by the Town Manager to be used to 
host and appreciation lunch for the Public Works Department.  The lunch is scheduled for Friday, 
December 13 from 11:30 am to 12:45 pm, and will be in lieu of the regularly scheduled meeting on 
December 4th.  Commission members are asked to arrive at 11:15 am, in order to take care of any 
outstanding business prior to the lunch.   
 
HOUSEKEEPING 
Ann reviewed the calendar included in the packet distributed by the Co-Chairs specifically as it pertained 
to the Café schedule, and the importance of the February meetings.  She also relayed that she had 
spoken with the First Friday Committee, and that they had requested that the ArtWalk be scheduled on 
Thursday, June 4th, rather than Friday.  It was her feeling that CPAC plan accordingly for this year, but try 
to be proactive in working with the First Friday Committee in the future.  Laurie pointed out that CPAC 
does need to ask the task force about either closing Main Street or using a rolling stop for the event.  Ann 
asked if someone could attend the Special Events Task Force meeting to confirm whether they want to 
close Main Street for the ArtWalk or use a rolling stop.  After some discussion it was decided to ask the 
Special Events Task Force for a rolling street closure from 5:30 to 7 pm on Thursday, June 4th.  Ann will 
also write-up a memo to bring the event and dates to the Board of Trustees attention. 
 
Questions/Comments: 
Beth pointed out that if the whole objective of the ArtWalk is to celebrate and sell art, that there shouldn’t 
be a reason not to schedule it for First Friday.  She went on to say that it is important to champion the 
character of our community and keep the traditions, one of which is making the arts economically viable. 



Marty agreed with Ann that changing the date of the ArtWalk to First Friday is not the fight for this year.  
He also stated that he would try to attend the Special Events Task Force meeting.  He pointed out that 
anyone could attend the task force meeting. 
Brian asked if the artists generally stay for the ArtWalk.  Laurie replied that there were fewer artists that 
stayed last year compared to previous years.  But regardless, felt like it was important to make it fun for 
those artists who do stay. 
Marty suggested the possibility that the artists could participate in the ArtWalk on Thursday evening and 
then stay at their pieces for an hour or two on First Friday for a self-guided tour. 
Ann’s perception was that the artists like to move around and hear what the other artists have to say.  
She suggested tabling the idea of having the artists stay with their piece until a later date.   
Marty reiterated the idea by saying that it might capture a greater number of people, especially those that 
are out on First Friday and might not participate in an event like the ArtWalk. 
 
 
Ann also brought up the fact that Susan had sent out an email to selected artists asking if they would be 
interested in being interviewed on KDNK about their sculptures; Ann got four positive responses and 
forwarded their names to the news director at KDNK.  They will repeat the e-mail in December or 
January, because they would like to see more participation. 
 
Questions/Comments: 
Beth wondered if a commission member could be at the artist’s interview, as well. 
Britni followed that up with the suggestion that there be a kick-off interview with a commission member to 
“set the stage.”  
Beth asked when the interview series was scheduled to start.  Ann wasn’t sure, but indicated she would 
ask him. 
Marty asked if the interviews were going to be stand-alone, or part of the Express Yourself series.  Ann 
said she thought it was for the Express Yourself series. 
 
VOTE ON NEW APPLICANTS 
Three of the four applicants (Casey, Beth, and Britni) have satisfied the three-meeting attendance 
requirement, and their applications will be forwarded to the Board of Trustees for approval. 
 
CPAC OVERVIEW AND PUBLIC WORKS APPRECIATION PARTY 
This topic was covered as part of the Budget discussion. 
 
DISCUSSION REGARDING THE VALUE OF PUBLIC ART TO OUR COMMUNITY  
Beth started off the discussion by mentioning she had met with Susan to brainstorm about ways to get on 
the same page as a group, as well as how to integrate with the community.  They decided that having a 
really good press release with specific talking points available for distribution.  The press release would 
also provide a context for CPAC and why sculpture is the art form of choice in Carbondale.  Beth 
volunteered to craft an initial press release for review by the commission.  Brian asked how the press 
release would be distributed, and Beth suggested that initially it would be for the commission’s use, and 
later it could be posted to the CPAC website along with making it available to media outlets.  She felt by 
having a solid press release, it would empower all of the commission members to speak about CPAC and 
the Art Around Town program.  Ann asked that the commission email her their perspectives on this topic 
by December 10th and that they limit it to a maximum of two pages. 
 
Questions/Comments: 
Joe thought that the topic--why art is important—was a good question.  He added to the conversation by 
asking why is Carbondale collecting permanent sculptures.  In his perspective, he felt like the sculptures 
were a way to teach people to respect art. 
Ann said that what she thought was unique about sculpture is that it is out in the open and a person can 
visit it at any time. 
Marty pointed out that the sculptures around Carbondale brings art to everyone—especially to those that 
might not go to a gallery—and that it adds to the community. 



Beth brought up the fact that sculptures are part of the living environment and that they are a very distinct 
art form. 
Ann added that they are a contrast to the linear nature of buildings. 
Marty added that sculptures complement the other art forms in town, and that it provides an avenue for 
people to explore the community. 
Laurie reminded the commission that there had been a white board discussion a few years ago and the 
results of that session are the bullet points at the top of the website. 
Beth asked how sculptures became a permanent part of the collection, to which Marty replied that there 
are various methods by which the town has accumulated the collection. 
Laurie followed that up by explaining that there are 30 sculptures currently in the permanent collection, 
and Ann noted that all of the permanent sculptures are part of the CPAC website. 
 
PERMANENT SCULPTURE OVERVIEW FOR NEW MEMBERS 
Joe and Laurie brought the maintenance needs of several sculptures to the Commission’s attention.  
Laurie mentioned that the sculpture in front of The Smithy definitely needs some attention.  She indicated 
that it most likely needs to be powder-coated, and there has been some discussion about relocating it to 
the community center.  She pointed out that it will be a big project to move it. 
 
Joe commented that most of the sculptures could use some attention, and gave the examples of “Helping 
Hands” and “Namaste.”  He indicated that most of the sculptures do get dirty after exposure to the 
seasonal elements and all of them could use some type of cleaning. 
 
Laurie suggested that it would be beneficial to have a lead on a good art restorer.  She also pointed out 
that it is necessary to have a work plan for each sculpture, with input and approval from the artist, as well 
as a cost estimate in order to plan for maintenance in the budget. 
 
Ann asked if it was possible to at least have a preliminary list by January, so that maintenance could be 
considered on a regular basis. 
 
UPDATE ON SCULPTURE IN FRONT OF ROOSTERS 
Laurie said that a clay piece from the sculpture in front of Rooster’s had fallen off.  She spoke with the 
artist, and with their permission had glued the piece back into place.  If the glue sticks, they are planning 
on welding it this Friday.  She also updated the commission on the fact that both sculptures have been 
installed along Third Street.  The artist is very enthusiastic about the display and would like to participate 
in CPAC. 
 
CPAC MISSION STATEMENT, COMMITTEE DEFINITIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS 
Ann asked if everyone had had a chance to look at the committee descriptions and what their committee 
preferences were.  After a brief discussion the committees were filled according to the following list: 
 

• Artists’ Liaison:  Susan and Ann 
• Permanent Sculpture:  Joe and David 
• Reception: Carol and Marty 
• Cantina at Mountain Fair*: Carol 
• Budget and Finance: 
• Public Relations and Marketing: Casey, Beth, and Brian 
• Café: Laurie, Ann, and Susan 

 
*There was a short discussion about the Cantina at Mountain Fair and whether it was an activity CPAC 
wanted to undertake.  Carol and Ann pointed out that the weak link was getting enough people to work 
the assigned time slot (at least 12 people are needed for the six-hour shift).  Historically, CPAC has been 
assigned Sunday morning with net proceeds of approximately $1,000.00.  The commission will need to 
decide by March. 
 



ADJOURNMENT 
The November 6, 2019, regular meeting adjourned at 7:00 pm.  The next regularly scheduled meeting will 
be on January 8, 2020.   
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Kae McDonald 


